Abstract -This paper presents an approach for target behavior tendency estimation (Receding, Approaching those based on active sensors, but one important advantage is their vitality of being stealth. In a single sensor case only direction of the target as an axis is known, hut the true target position and behavior (approaching or descending) remain unknown. Recently, the advances of computer technology lead to sophisticated data processing methods, which improve sonars capability. A number of developed tracking techniques operating on angle-only measurement data use additional information. In our case we utilize the measured emitter's amplitude values in consecutive time moments. This information can be used to assess tendencies in target's behavior and, consequently, to improve the overall angle-only tracking performance.
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The aim of the performed study is to present and to approve the ability of DSmT to finalize successfully the decision-making process and to assure awareness about the tendencies of target behavior in case of discrepancies of angle-only measurements interpretation. Results are presented and compared with the respective results, but drawn from the fuzzy logic approach.
Introduction 2 Statement of the Problem
Angleonly tracking systems based on sonars are poorly developed topic due to a number of complications. These systems tend to be less precise than
In order to track targets using angle-only measurements it is necessary to compensate the unknown ranges by using additional information received from the emitter. In our case we suppose that in parallel constant signal, which is perceived hy the sensor with a non-constant, but a varying strength (referred as am-and it deals successfully with rational, uncertain or plitude). The augmented measurement vector at the, paradoxical data. In general this diagram resembles end of each time interval k = 1,2,. . . is 2 = {Zo, ZA}, the commonly used approaches in standard tracking where: 2 s = e + us denotes the measured local angle systems 11, 21, but the peculiarity consists in the imwith zero-mean Gaussian noise us = N(O,uve) and plemented particular approaches in the realizations of covariance U,,#; 2, = A + ua denotes corresponding the main steps.
signal's amplitude value with zerwmean Gaussian variance of amplitude value is because of the cluttered environment and the varying unknown distance to noise va = N(o,u,,~) and covariance uuA. The 3 Dezert-Smarandache Theory the object, which is conditioned by possible different following constraints, which are closely related with the modes of target behavior (approaching or descending). acceptance of the third exclude principle.
The practical limitations of the ~~~~~ wry (DST) [lo] come essentially from its inherent T h Our goal is, utilizing received amplitude feature measurement, to predict and to estimate the possible (Cl) The DST considers a discrete and finite frame of target behavior tendencies. discernment 0 based on a set of exhaustive and exclusive elementary elements e,. DST, some ad-hoc or heuristic techniques must always possibility of high degree of conflict between sources. Otherwise, the fusion results lead to a very dangerous conclusions or cannot provide a reliable results at all. To overcome these major limitations and drawbacks relative to the Dempster's rule of combination, a recent theory of plausible and paradoxical reasoning has been developed in (3,111 and recently improved by Dezert in 141. In general Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) can he considered as a generalization of the DST.
behavior tracking system. Regarding to the formulated problem, we maintain two singlemodel-based Kalmanlike filters running in parallel using two models of posinitial time moment k the target is characterized by models ~A p p ( k l k ) and ~R e~( k l k ) , The foundations of the DSmT is to refute the prin-
T~~ new
elements of the frame of discernment. The relaxation The tendency prediction approach is based on Zadeh compositional rule. The updating procedure uses Dezert-Smarandache combmation rule to estimate target behavior states. Dezert-Smarandache Theory assures a particular framework where the frame of discernment is exhaustive hut not necessarily exclusive of the constraint C1 can be justified since the elements of 8 correspond generally only to imprecise/vague notions or concepts so that no refinement for satisfying C1 is actually possible (specially if natural language is used to described elements of 0). The DSmT refutes also the excessive requirement imposed by C2 since it seems clear that the frame is usually interpreted differently by the distinct sources of evidence (experts). Some subjectivity on the information provided by a source of information is almost unavoidable, otherwise this would assume, as within the DST, that all bodies of evidence have an objective/universal (possibly uncertain) interpretation or measure of the phenomena under consideration which unfortunately rarely (never) occurs in reality. Actually in most of cases, the sources of evidence provide their beliefs about some hypotheses only with respect to their own worlds of knowledge and experience without reference to the (inaccessible) absolute truth of the space of possibilities. The DSmT includes the possibility to deal with evidences arising from different sources of information which don't have access to absolute interpretation of the elements 8, under consideration and can be interpreted as a general and direct extension of probability theory and the DST 
Approach for Behavior Tendency Estimation
There are a few particular basic components in the block diagram of target's behavior tracking system.
Fuzzification Interface
A decisive variable in our task is the transmitted from the emitter amplitude value A ( k ) , received at consecutive time moments k = 1 , 2 , . . .. We use the fuzzification interface ( fig.Z) , that maps it into two fuzzy sets defining two linguistic values in the frame of discernments 0 = {S 4 Smal1,B 4 Big}. Their membership functions are not arbitrarily chosen, but rely on the inverse proportion dependency between the measured amplitude value and corresponding distance to target.
The length of fuzzy sets' bases provide design parameter that we calibrate for satisfactory performance. These functions are tuned in conformity with the par- 
Behavior Models
In conformity with our task, fuzzy rules' definition is consistent with the tracking of amplitude changes tendency in consecutive time moments k = 1 , 2 , . . ..
With regard to this a particular feature is that considered fuzzy rules have one and the same antecedents and consequents. We define their meaning by using the prespecified in paragraph 4.1 linguistic terms and associated membership functions. We consider two essential models of possible target behavior:
Approaching Target -it's behavior is characterized as a stable process of gradually amplitude value increasing, i.e. the transition S -+ S -t B -+ B is held in a timely manner;
Receding Target -it's behavior is characterized as a stable process of gradually amplitude value decreasing, i.e. the transition B -t B ---t S -t S is held in a timely manner.
To comprise appropriately these models the following rule bases have to he carried out:
Behavior Model 1: Approaching Target:
Behavior Model 2: Receding Target:
The inference schemes for these particular fuzzy models are conditioned on the cornerstone principle of each modeling process. It is proven (91, that minimum and product inferences are the most widely used in engineering applications, because they preserve cause and effect. The models are derived as fuzzy graphs: ,(zi),PAxs(.i,w)) ) is the Zadeh m a -m i n operator for the composition rule.
The fuzzy graphs related to the two models are o b tained in conformity with the above described mathematical interpretations, by using the specified mem- In general the terms, contained in p:Lz'hc represent the possibilities that the predicted amplitude behavior belongs to the elements of hyper powerset De and there is no requirement to sum up to unity. In order to use DSm combinational rule (l), it is necessary to make normalization over fitsfRec to obtain respective
State Updating using DSmT
The equivalent normalization has to he made for the received new measurement before being fused with the DSm rule of combination. Since in contrast to the DST, DSmT uses a frame of discernment, which is exhaustive, but in general case not exclusive (as it is in our case for 0 = { & E } ) , we are able to take into account and to utilize the paradoxical information Sn B. This information relates to the case, when the moving target resides in an overlapping intermediate region, when it is hard to predict properly the tendency in its behavior. Thus the conflict management, modeled that way contributes to a better understanding of the target motion and to assure awareness about the behavior tendencies in such cases. and important to note is that between scans 16th and 30th the difference of entropies between Approaching and Receding models increases, a fact, that makes us to be increasingly sure that the Receding mode is becoming dominant. Then, between scans 75th and 90th the difference of these entropies is decreasing, which means that we are less and less sure, that Receding model remain still dominant. After switching scan 91th the Approaching model becomes dominant one, until scan 100th. In general the reaction of the considered models to the changes of target motion is not immediate, because the whole behavior estimation procedure deals with vague propositions Small, Big, and sequences of amplitude values at consecutive scans often reside stable in one and the same states.
Decision criterion
Comparing the results in fig. 6 with the results in figure 5, it is evident, that although some disorder in the estimated behavior tendencies, one can make approximately correct decision due to the possibility of DSmT to deal with conflicts and that way to contribute for a better understanding of target behavior and evaluation of the threat.
Comparison between DSm and Fuzzy Logic Approaches
The objective of this paragraph is to compare the results received hy using DSm theory and respective results but drawn from the Fuzzy Logic Approach (FLA) 19, 12, 131 , applied on the same simulation scenario. The main differences between the two a p proaches consist in the domain of considered working propositions and in the updating procedure as well. In present work, we use DSm combination rule to fuse the predicted state and the new measurement to obtain the estimated behavior states, while in the fuzzy approach state estimates are obtained through a fuzzy set intersection between these entities. It is evident from the results, shown in figures 8 and 9, that here we deal with only two propositions 8 = {Small,Big}. There is no way to examine the behavior tendencies in the overlapping region, keeping into considerations every one of possible target's movements: from S n B to B or from S n B to S. Figure 8 shows the noise-free measurement case. It could be seen that between scan 10 and 90 target mc-tion is supported by the correct for that case Receding model, while Approaching one has no reaction at all. If we compare corresponding figure 5 (DSm case) and present figure 8, we can see, that in the case of DSm a p proach Receding model reacts more adequately to the trne target tendency, because there is a possibility to deal with the real situation -the tendency of the target to make a movement from B to the overlapping region B n S. In the FLA case there is no such opportunity and because of that between scan 1st and 10th k e ding model has no reaction to the real target movement towards the B n S. Figure 9 represents the case when the measured amplitude values are corrupted hy noise. It is ditficult to make proper decision about the behavior tendency, especially after scan 90th., because it is obvious, that here the model Approaching coincide with the model Receding. In order to reduce the influence of measurement noise over tendency estimation, an additional noise reduction procedure has to be applied to make the measurements more informative. Its application improves the overall process of behavior estimation. Taking in mind all the results drawn from DSmT and FLA application, we can make the following considerations:
DSmT and FLA deal with a frame of discernment, based in general on impreciseJvague notions and concepts 0 = {S, E } . But DSmT allows us to deal also with rational, uncertain or paradoxical data, operating on the hyper powerset De = {S,S n B , B, SUB}. In our particular application it gives us an opportunity for flexible tracking the changes of possible target behavior during the overlapping region S n B.
DSmT based behavior estimates can be characterized as a noise resistant, while FLA uses an additional noise reduction procedure to produce 'smoothed' behavior estimates.
Conclusions
An approach for estimating the tendency of target behavior was proposed. It is based on DezertSmarandache theory applied to conventional sonar measurements. It was evaluated using computer simulation. The provided example illustrates the benefits of DSm approach in comparison of fuzzy logic one. Dealing simultaneously with rational, uncertain and paradoxical data, an opportunity for flexible and robust reasoning is realized, overcoming the described limitations relative to the fuzzy logic approach. It is presented and approved the ability of DSmT to ensure reasonable and successful decision-making procedure about the tendencies of target behavior in case of discrepancies of angle-only measurements interpretation. The proposed approach yields confident picture for complex and ill-defined engineering problems.
